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ANOTHER RAID ON MILAN

LOW LEVEL ATTACK ON THE BREDA ARMS WORKS

Over Milan last night aircraft of Bomber command - all Lancasters - divided

and made two separate, though simultaneous - attacks, ore attack was on the Breda

Armament Works, the Italian equivalent of Krupps, in the sessto San Giovanni district

on the outskirts of the town. The huge factory was bombed in bright moonlight and

clear weather. The rest of the force followed up the attack of two nights before,
when more than 1,000 tons of bombs was dropped on industries and railways nearer

the centre of the town.

The whole operation was another of Bomber command's ultra-rapid attacks at

long range. After flying over 800 miles all the crews kept their appointment so

punctually that the whole bomb load was down on the two targets in 22 minutes.

Large as they are, the Breda works ore only part of a larger collection of

industrial buildings. The pirelli works, the largest rubber and tyre factory in

Italy, and the Magneti Marelli works, which turns out nearly all Italy’s magnetoes
and much other electrical equipment, arc close beside the Breda works and the

targets are as confusing as anything in the Ruhr,

Our crews were certain that they had identified the square and regular blocks

of the Breda plant - one pilot circled the area three times, after losing height to

below 8,000 feet, before bombing, sticks of heavy bombs went right across the

works - these wore defended by heavy guns round the area and light flak in the

factory itself - -and big fires soon got going. Vary early in the attack it looked

as though an oil tank had caught fire.

Like Krupps, the Breda works produce locomotives and rolling stock as well as

arms. Bombs and shells, machine guns, aircraft components, armoured fighting

vehicles, electrical machinery, boilers, steel stampings and forgings are among

its products.

Crews attacking industrial areas nearer the centre of Milan saw flares directly
over the Breda works, and fires below the flares, The ir own attack developed very

quickly, in a few minutes smoke from largo and well concentrated fires had risen

to 6,000 feet. The defences, though by no means up to the German standard were

slightly stronger than two nights before, one crew reported three me.109s flying
over the city.

Fires were still burning in Milan yesterday when a reconnaissance aircraft

was over the city, prom a first inspection of tho air photographs taken it is

already known that many very important war factories were hit in the 1,000-ton
attack of August 12, The Isetta Fraschini and Innocenti Aero Engine Works wore

damaged and there is particularly severe damage to the Alfa-Romeo Aero Engine ■

Works, other damaged plants include the Vianervese steel Foundry, making steel

turrets and shells, the Bianchi Car and Lorry Works, and several metal works.

There is new damage to the central railway station and to the porta Nuova station.


